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Annual Board Meeting Febuary 16, 2017

Join Us for NAMI Northern Kentucky's Annual Board Meeting on Thursday, February
16, 2017.  The meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m. at the Newport Branch of the
Campbell County Public Library Library located at 901 East Sixth Street, Newport,
Kentucky 41071, 859-572-5035.
 
The NAMI Northern Kentucky members and the public are encouraged to attend.
The meeting's agenda will include: 

A review of the minutes from the 2016 Annual Meeting.
Approval of the 2017 Budget.
Election of Officers for the Board of Directors.
Presentation of Slate of Directors.
Nomination and voting of new members for Board of Directors.
Open discussion about the proposed changes to the Bylaws.

The 2017 Proposed Slate of Directors is as follows:

Chuck Washburn - President
Martha (Martie) Rhoden-Bessler
James Dahmann
Susan Farris
Art Jones
Chuck Kaiser
Cathy Phirman
Ola Rosenberg
Tom Vergamini



(859) 392-1730

Info@naminky.org

www.naminky.org
  

               
  www.facebook.com/
naminorthernkentucky

 

www.twitter.com
search for "NAMI_NKY"

 

JOIN OUR
MAILING LIST

  
Click to join our mailing list

and receive newsletters and
important updates.

  

BECOME A
MEMBER

  
$35 Individual 

Annual Membership
                     

Member Benefits:

Newsletters from NAMI
NKY, NAMI Kentucky and

NAMI National

Volunteer, Advocacy and
Networking Opportunities.

Being part of the 
NAMI Family.

Join Today

DONATE
  

Donations are greatly
appreciated.

  
Checks Payable to:

NAMI NKY
303 Court Street, Ste 707

Covington, KY 41011
 

 Click Here to
Donate Online.

  

Tom Vergamini
Rob Voncyx
Stacie York

George Best will be stepping down from the board.

For a copy of the 2016 Annual Meeting Minutes, a Slate of Directors Ballot and/or
more information, please contact NAMI NKY at (859)392-1730 or info@naminky.org

 
Visit to the Commissioner

On January 27, three members of the NAMI NKY Board of Directors were privileged
to have a private meeting with Wendy Morris, Commissioner of the Department of
Behavioral Health, Developmental and Intellectual Disabilities (DBHDID) and Dr.
James A Gedra, Psy.D., Deputy Commissioner, DBHDID, in the Commissioner's
office in Frankfort.  The focus was on appropriate long-term housing for people with
severe mental illness who are unable to function independently in the community.  

We were pleased both the Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner had
extensive experience with the severely mentally ill population, and, in addition, the
Commissioner had served as president of one of the local NAMI boards.  They
agreed there were significant gaps in the current system of care they hoped to
improve, but acknowledged doing so would be a long process.  They expressed
appreciation we had shared our concerns with them.  We thank Commissioner
Morris and Dr. Gedra for giving us time out of their busy schedule and look forward to
continued mutual communication.

 
As NAMI NKY prepared to initiate the NAMI Homefront program, we are seeking
individuals to be trained as teachers. 

NAMI Homefront is taught by and for family members/caregivers of military service
members and Veterans dealing with mental health conditions. NAMI Homefront
teachers MUST have a personal/family connection to the military or a
Veteran AND they must be family members of someone with symptoms of a
mental health condition. NAMI Homefront teachers must be willing to share their
perspectives as family member/caregivers.  Must have two persons from the same
affiliate taking the training.                       
 
Teacher Training is scheduled for March 18 and 19, 2017 in Northern Kentucky.

If you are interested in becoming a teacher, please conatct NAMI NKY for an
application.  Application are due March 3, 2017.  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QaHf99Zu8Fjt7F-lUCYnh4jV9GxhTg63Z0VrPFfZvls2Ej7PjxrcOoV7kyfWkrT58ZHCyzXFEto36um3rHUl8Ar_mymCcX32fi9_YyWUtXOqcTWfQRIC6pJG5Fgj2ERCa9JRkEF_CeeEF6F8iCVvHBQ=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QdTItQKe5USOxpAu30yo8mNFYZDFhTGnLHWcboy72-3lYdYiptd250lABJHh2oRhqRVy7bZ4fDXTH1K5QISQ3HwAeovsJkGHCNyyiXJvFqAh5AP7oWATPSGuzg58WNYxtQ==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QajAGow3-xanGFt12yIR9KxY5pGX8h7CKfH3lJvQsyLMoIFcPLHdUwvEnvfKtgWEqFFIbkuYfYk5YKoJIJ8SkC4l2fK9BnBE3vI3m49Fuq7Kuli1smZyz8ykQrm-0ba8NQ==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QZ1ongweDhHdZmHwDD1iYm0_N0lDlBgm6kcc77g9Nj7qLtD-XLVulv2Vc02FvTOYtHjdD-aYy1RD1B1vlV2nebggenOJQsnyhk3n34MM9VyKi2rqBo2V-to2cItwsKHeUHpkNCLcOcfD&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QX-yqhPe5J00dOd9t4L9h5RHHwJbYaREuewPF1eKlCWY1u964gAGVomA4kHBCQtRaJTl739H9gdpr7Ea2nUHFZfXcaDpfCzaZrknUnIc4VEiuDeIrZOhFNjOFjHxxmj7HQ==&c=&ch=


  
Speaker Series:

"When We Can No Longer Care For Our
Loved Ones"

Family, friends and guardians play a vital role in the care and support of loved ones
living with mental illness.  Yet, what happens when the caregivers become sick, are
unable to continue to administer care or pass away?  This is the topic we will discuss
at our upcoming Speaker Series on Tuesday, February 28th.  The program will take
place at the Newport Branch of the Campbell County Public Library from 6:30 p.m. to
8:00 p.m.  Expert and caregivers will be on had to share their knowledge and
experience and answer questions.

For more information, please contact NAMI NKY at info@naminky.org or 859-392-
1730.
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202(a)

What You Need to Know!
 
KRS 202(a) is the mental illness involuntary hospitalization law in Kentucky [202(b) is
for intellectual disabilities].  It is not an easy law to understand nor to follow.  Here are
some highlights of the law that may help you understand why things happen as they
do, which at times seems to defy logic.

In 1992, E Fuller Torrey, a nationally known psychiatrist, did a study on incarceration
of persons with serious mental illness. Kentucky had the worst record of all the
states.  In 1993, Dateline NBC put this information on national TV embarrassing the

legislature into action.  Only a year later, 1994, the involuntary hospitalization law
was amended to change the involuntary hospitalization procedure from a criminal
procedure to a civil, "safe-keeping" procedure.

Intent of Law

The main thrust of the law was to avoid jail if no crime has been committed. In other
words, mental illness was no longer a crime.  In the past, this was not the case. 
While a person could be detained in jail up to 48 hours awaiting evaluation, even if
no crime had been committed, in reality --since mental inquest hearings were held



no crime had been committed, in reality --since mental inquest hearings were held
only once a week--some people were in fact incarcerated much longer than 48 hours
while awaiting the hearings.  In fact, this was the norm more than the exception.  Also,
each county pretty much did its own thing.  In some counties the person with mental
illness was not even permitted to attend the hearing where they might be committed
to a hospital against their will!

People with severe mental illness were usually held in solitary confinement (it would
have been dangerous to them to put them in the general populations) with little
human contact and virtually no treatment.  By contrast, the new law actually forbids
taking a mentally ill person to jail if no crime has been committed.  Rather, the officer
is obliged to take them to a psychiatric facility.  (See below)

A secondary thrust of the law was to destigmatize mental illness by dealing with it as
an illness rather than a crime, by avoiding use of restraints when possible, not using
lights/sirens, etc.

Family Issues

Just ask anybody you know who has had to file an involuntary on a loved one, and
you will hear plenty.  Unless it is a critical emergency and the police are involved and
handle it, the family must embark on a lengthy and difficult voyage.  First, if the ill
person is in their home, they must find someone to watch over that individual while
they trek to the courthouse to file the necessary forms.  What happens from that
point depends largely on the county the person is in.  Some make it easy, some do
not.  

The family member then has to be prepared to face the anger and possibly hatred
form their loved one when the sheriff arrives to transport them to the hospital for
evaluation.  The family member may then often have to appear in court and testify
"against" (from the ill person's perspective) their loved one.  The emotional impact is
enormous.  If the court then releases the ill person because they are not an
"imminent" threat, the process starts over again.  The law also does not apply to
substance abuse.  You cannot involuntarily hospitalize a person with the mental
illness of addiction under this statute.  There is, instead, Casey's law, and you may--
or may not--be able to force treatment on the addict, but you also may, or may not,
have to pledge to pay for the treatment.

Police Issues

The law changed things dramatically for police officers.  Unfortunately, there remains
confusion and uncertainty on their part as well.

The pertinent section of the law's actual words (the italics are mine) are: "Any peace
officer who has reasonable grounds to believe that an individual is mentally ill and
presents a danger or threat of danger to self, family, or others if not restrained shall
take the individual into custody and transport the individual without unnecessary
delay to a hospital or psychiatric facility."  "No person held under the provision of this
chapter shall be detained in jail unless criminal charges are also pending.  No peace
officer or any other person shall place criminal charges against a person who is
mentally ill and in need of hospitalization pursuant to this chapter solely or primarily
for the purpose of avoiding transporting the person to a hospital or psychiatric
facility."  "A police officer, ambulance provider, physician or facility may use
restraints only if the individual exhibits or is threatening to exhibit assault or self-
injurious behavior. Restraints may be applied through physical contact or devices
used by peace officers, ambulance providers, or facilities in a manner consistent
with the practice of each profession."  "The peace officers, ambulance providers,
physician or facility shall document in writing the use of any restraint. The
documentation shall include:



documentation shall include:

a) Reason for using the restraint
b) Type of restraint used
c) When the restraint was initiated;
d) Length of time the restraint was used

 
This documentation is to be given to the Qualified Mental Health Professional who
performs the evaluation and to the facility holding or treating the person."  "The
transportation provider shall not use sirens or emergency lights of any kind except in
a bona fide emergency."

Moreover, the peace officer who has taken the individual into custody shall
document the behavior of the individual by describing how the situation was brought
to the attention of the police officer, and the behavior of the individual that was
considered a danger to self or others. This documentation is provided to the
Qualified Mental Health Professional (QMHP) evaluating the individual. This is often
the only information the QMHP has available about the person being evaluated--so it
is important it be completed thoroughly and in detail.  This takes time!

The idea is to promote a care-taking, custodial attitude rather than a confrontational
attitude between the person with mental illness and the law enforcement officer.  This
is accomplished by the following:

1) No jail. This is the most important thing about the law.  However, the law imposes
significant burdens on police, particularly in terms of time, if they follow this.  If the
police make an arrest, they fill out a simple arrest warrant, take the person to jail,
and are back on the street very quickly.  If they take the person to the hospital they
must complete all of that additional documentation, and generally wait at the hospital
while the person is evaluated in case they are not admitted, in which case by law
they must transport them back home.  This can take hours and hours, as the hospital
will not assume custody until the person is admitted.  This is a huge concern
particularly for small departments where literally only one officer may be on duty.  As
a result, it is still not unusual for an officer to file a nuisance-type charge to get the
mentally ill person into a safer environment quickly, even if it is jail.  It is the only
practical way they can cope.  The other problem, of course, is that the majority of
officers have never been trained to recognize mental illness, so may not realize that
is what they are dealing with.  Thus, the person ends up in jail instead.
 
Note:  Once the person is jailed with charges, nothing in 202(a) applies any longer. 
The family can petition the court to drop the charges and institute the hospitalization
under 202(a), but it is ultimately the court's decision.

2) Restraints: They can only be used if the person is aggressive or engaging in
threatening behavior.  However, they have to be a danger to qualify for this law in the
first place, so specifying this seems a bit absurd.  Furthermore, dangerousness is
impossible to predict..  Also, the law specifies what is to be documented but does
not specify any format or form to do so.

3) Siren and lights are used for safety, not to create stigma.  Yet officers are asked
not to use them even though they are transporting an ill person to a hospital in an
emergency situation, unless there is a "bona fide emergency".  Who makes this
determination and what the defines such an emergency is not specified in the law.  It
makes a huge difference if it is the officer on site, or a lawyer or judge using hindsight.

In the Crisis Intervention Training for law enforcement, we reiterate what we talk
about from day one: officer safety is paramount.  Therefore, we tell officers to follow



about from day one: officer safety is paramount.  Therefore, we tell officers to follow
departmental policy when transporting, including use of restraints, lights, and sirens. 
Natalie Selby from the Alexandria Police Department has spearheaded the
development of a standardized, quick reporting form that "pulls" for everything that
must be documented, and which actually replaces the arrest, transportation,
restraint, etc. reporting documents--five separate reports are combined into one. 
The form is now online and available statewide.  Note the use of the term "arrest"--
despite the law's attempts to de-stigmatize, it is still called a "warrant-less arrest" in
the law--how dumb is that?   Departments who have adapted this form have shown a
significant increase in compliance as it actually ends up saving police paperwork.  In
fact, the additional paperwork has been one of the main barriers to officers taking the
CIT course.  This form eliminates the barrier. 

Mental Health Provider Issues

Defining "Dangerousness": "Danger" or "threat of danger to self family or others"
means substantial physical harm or threat of substantial physical harm upon self,
family, or others including actions which deprive self, family or others of the basic
means of survival including provision for reasonable shelter, food or clothing.  Note
this means a person need not be suicidal to be involuntarily hospitalized! 
Unfortunately, some courts, some police, and some emergency room physicians
don't understand this. 

QMHP: A Qualified Mental Health Provider is a Physician, Psychiatrist, Psychologist,
Registered Nurse (provided they have specific experience), and a Social Worker
(provided they have specific experience and training).  The definition of a qualified
mental health provider includes all physicians.  This is a mistake, since many
physicians have minimal mental health training and experience.

Non-Involvement of Mental Health Professionals:  Only a physician (any physician,
NOT a psychiatrist necessarily) physically present in a hospital, or a police officer,
can involuntarily detain a person.  This means, for example, that no NorthKey staff
member can order an individual detained or taken to a hospital, nor can NorthKey
staff detain them within their facilities (e.g. while awaiting police) by force against their
will.  (This applies to every other outpatient provider as well.)  The only way a
outpatient facility can involuntarily hospitalize someone is to either file a petition with
the court (this takes awhile to do and then implement--hours at minimum, several
days sometimes) or call the police.  If the police are called, they determine whether
to take the person into custody, not the mental health professional.  Once the person
gets to the hospital, a physician who is not necessarily trained in mental health
makes the final decision whether to admit the individual.  If the person is admitted, a
judge--on the basis of information from lawyers and the hospital staff--makes a final
determination.  The 202(a) statute does not require the judge and lawyers to have
any mental health training, though they often have attended some training by the
legal profession.
In an emergency situation, if the local hospital is unable to take an individual (they are
full, or the person has felony charges or a history of having assaulted hospital staff,
set fires, etc.), ONLY a NorthKey Qualified Mental Health Professional can then
admit a person to Eastern State Hospital on an emergency 72 hour hold.  Staff at St.
Elizabeth (or anywhere else) cannot do this.  This evaluation must be completed
rapidly.

As you can see, the law is  complex and convoluted, difficult to follow, and does a
lousy job getting an appropriate assessment quickly while tying the hands of police
and mental health providers.  BUT it is better than what was before, which is saying
something!  Next month we will look at ways the law can be improved.
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Anger, Anxiety, Exercise
If you are feeling anxious (or depressed), physical exercise can be your best friend
to reduce or even eliminate these feelings.

HOWEVER, if you are angry--do NOT exercise!  We think of this as a beneficial way
to blow off steam, but a large international study (12,000 people in 52 countries) has
discovered combining anger with heavy physical exertion more than triples the risk
of a heart attack within the hour.  Instead, when angry, the American Psychological
Association recommends breathing deeply from your gut, repeating a calming
phrase, visualizing a relaxing image or experience, and/or slow, yoga-like exercises.
 
AARP (2016).  Don't exercise when angry!  AARP Bulletin,  December,  2016.

 
Best Free Apps For Mental Health

 
Addicaid (free for Android, Apple): For people with drug abuse problems.  Lists
numerous 12-step programs and alternative support groups, with meeting times and
locations, directions, etc.  Also has an anonymous chat board.

eMoods Bipolar Mood Tracker (free, Android only): Allows daily monitoring of
meed, sleep patterns, and medications.  Emails reports to the user's caregiver
monthly.

Breathe2Relax and/or Tactical Breather (Both Free, Android, Apple):  Teaches
breathing and stress management.  Helpful for PTSD, panic attacks, etc.



Sleep Cycle (Free, Android, Apple): Your phone watches you while you sleep,
knows when you are sleeping lightly, and acts as an alarm clock to wake you gently
during periods of light sleep within a half hour of the time you set.  This makes it
easier to get out of bed, they claim.  Also has graphs of your sleep data. 

Panic Relief: (Android, Apple)  Offers educational materials about panic disorder
and one relaxation technique.  Paying $.99 gets you three more relaxation
techniques.

MindShift (Free, Android, Apple):  For young adults and teens struggling with
anxiety.  Educational resources, relaxation exercises, etc.

Simmon, K. et. al. (2016).  Personalizing, delivering and monitoring behavioral health interventions: An annotated
bibliography of the best available apps.  National Register of Health Service Psychologists.  The Register Report,
2016, 42, pp. 46-54

  
Catch Psychosis Early!

The symptoms of psychosis often start during the late teens or early 20's.  When it
does, it is important that it be identified as such and treatment started as quickly as
possible.  There is mounting evidence about the negative consequences of delaying
treatment.  The earlier someone gets into care, the better the outcome is likely to be. 
Also, because this is such a critical and confusing time of life to begin with, having

supportive psychotherapy services to help these people navigate is as critical as
getting them properly medicated.  Family support and education is needed also.  In
essence, treatment must consist of a multi-disciplinary combination of interventions.

Stringer, H. (2016).  Catching psychosis early.;  Monitor on Psychology, 2016  47, 9 October), pp. 36-41.
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A New Series: 

Psychiatric Treatments Throughout History -
Odd, Outlandish or On the Right Track...

Attempts to treat mental illness date back to the ancient Greeks and Egyptians and

contain-perhaps more so than in any other field of medicine-an array of unusual

treatments that today may make us cringe.   A few make a degree of scientific

sense, some were genuine breakthroughs, and most were disasters. 



Over the next year, we will present some of the more odd, outlandish and intriguing

psychiatric therapies proposed throughout human civilization.  

 

Phrenology

 
One of the better-known follies in psychiatric history, phrenology  proposed that the
separate areas of the brain controlled unique functions relevant to personality and
mental faculty. First developed in the late 18th century by the Viennese physician
Franz Joseph Gall, phrenology can be considered something of an advance over
old-world superstitions.  In practice though, phrenology quickly mutated into
something closer to a parlor game. Phrenologists believed that different areas of the
brain, exercised like muscle, would be proportionally represented in the skull, and

could be "read" by feeling bumps on the head. The practice inevitably took on the
ugly colonialist and racial biases of the time-with early proponents, such as 19th-
century Kentucky physician Charles Caldwell, invoking it as evidence of Native
American inferiority .

Stetka, B.S. & Watson, J. (2016).  Odd and Outlandish Psychiatric Treatments Through History.  Medscape,  April
23, 2016.  http://www.medscape.com/features/slideshow/odd-psychiatric-treatments?
src=WNL_infoc_160724_MSCPEDIT_v2&uac=200967PN&impID=1163609&faf=1
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Donate While You Shop!

      

 

Kroger Rewards:



Visit www.kroger.com
Click Register/Sign-In to create/access your online account.
Add your Plus Card or Plus Card Alt ID (Hint: Older cards may not upload.
Contact  customer service or create a new digital card and new alt id.)
Under "Community Rewards" choose NAMI Northern Kentucky (Organization
#825338).

Remke Rewards:

Visit www.remke.com 
Click Register/Sign-In to create/access your online account.
Add your Plus Card or Plus Card Alt ID (Hint: Older cards may not upload.
Contact customer service or create a new digital card and new alt id).
Under "Caring Neighbor" choose NAMI Northern Kentucky.

Amazon Smile:

Shop Amazon via https://smile.amazon.com (Remember: Donations to NOT
apply to purchases made through www.amazon.com or Amazon's mobile
app.)
Login or create a new account.
Under "Your Account," scroll to "Your AmazonSmile."
Choose NAMI Northern Kentucky as your charity and start shopping.

Volunteer for NAMI NKY

 
  
NAMI NKY welcomes the members of the community to share his or her time and
talents in spreading our mission and local mental health awareness. 

We currently have volunteer opportunities open for accounting and clerical support,
support group facilitators, Family to Family and Basic Course teachers, and
 Steps-Against-Stigma annual walk preparation.   

To become a volunteer, go to www.naminky.org and fill out a volunteer form. 
(Note: Some volunteer opportunities may require specific NAMI training)

 

Have information or an article you would like to share?  
Email NAMI NKY at info@naminky.org 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QajAGow3-xanFj4RcRBatuo6xypyY5TByHgKHHA9QrbLYOJMmgcYQPDRpxMsonefc6gRC1g7kxLDDgxMScgib6Y7wZlb2GW3RDjZwGosLw1Ro89YYyB0tCg=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QajAGow3-xanH4tgxfJJG9sqdbs3NiXPF6yz-N2HtXBLSrHPNL0Iii5b1REiCIJLol4r_TEwmQ1mxNz_UfCZ_hrqjZIb9YKOCzIiYo0CkauPZj9hOEhLdZs=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QajAGow3-xanJ6TzPGe6NOUzk0Klm1k8JOEchboyaMi_cQ8nd46TUA2KSnHGhBI11ZA6TqDZ1bkzI_-Y0MEwSQQH4PC85zzBjN7O7l0LIESfkNT3zmARba0=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QajAGow3-xan5uhsBNzESlXcSIsL9E-G4r6jhFEH7_DDcmrBp-NlP_SExS2lzC10qnnmnTge-72BpftUTcSQcKsUDrfBFOdLuMp5Wo8vZKR9yvgExW_XEmk=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lKJU-bSgUMNMCXrSswyFJ0XB5Ub8X_nXzUo7EeFnWYtplDZhvGt_QUXDA1I7SOL0hUokPaXEo9VxAKh6okuzafcbevEmIvTitKoBU1_HQ78ItByMipQG36S-1Er6H98QSBfI86gmzBER9bIvQ7FC-PGRrCcpw8twpSmWytB5Haw=&c=&ch=


Email NAMI NKY at info@naminky.org 
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Stay Connected

        

NAMI NKY
303 Court Street, Ste. 707
 Covington, KY 41011-1631

(859) 392-1730        info@naminky.org       www.naminky.org
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